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Foreword
Dear Business Partners and Friends,
I am pleased to present you with the latest Activity
Report of the DRFG investment group, which looks back
at the year 2017 and also provides a partial evaluation
of 2018. It presents the current structure of our portfolio and a roundup of the most important activities related to our business in the previous period. It is still true
that our group is driven by the real estate, telecommunications and financial services sectors. Through numerous acquisitions, we have grown not only in these three
main areas, but also in other sectors, and so in 2018 our

group is again stronger both as a market player and as
an investment partner.
The value of the real estate portfolio we currently
manage has surpassed the CZK 4 billion mark and its
total area has exceeded 110,000 m2. Our most recent
investments include Retail Park Trutnov, with a Tesco
hypermarket and an OBI DIY store. This commercial
zone, covering an area of almost 25,000 m2, fits well
with our retail investment strategy. Other new properties in our portfolio are the Tesco and Retail Park in
6

position as a key partner for Vodafone Czech Republic,
as it is responsible for constructing over a half of this
carrier’s communication infrastructure. After acquiring Backbone, it has become the biggest supplier in
the mobile networks sector in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. It is one of the top 3 players in Switzerland
and Germany and registered a year-on-year growth of
100%. The company currently employs more than 600
professionals and in 2018 plans to achieve CZK 1 billion
in sales.
We continue to support successful projects, talented individuals and charity events. One year on, we
were again able to celebrate the Czech ice-hockey league title thanks to our partnership with Kometa Brno,
and we were confirmed in our opinion that one can never get tired of that winning feeling. This is even more
true when breaking a record is involved, as by clinching
its 13th title in total, Kometa has become the most successful Czech club ever. Through the DRFG Foundation
we support the Meeting Brno festival and a project
supporting the financial literacy of young people, especially those from incomplete families or children’s homes. DRFG is the most important private supporter
of the Horizont home in Kyjov, i.e. a facility for people
with severe physical or mental disabilities, and we also
help Diakonie in Brno. In terms of culture, we have now
become partners of the International Film Festival in
Karlovy Vary and for the last four years we have been
a partner of the JazzFestBrno international music festival. The traditional projects we support also include the
expeditions of the explorer Jiří Kolbaba.
The DRFG investment group continues to grow and
strengthen its market share, which boosts our image
with both the lay and professional public and helps us
forge new partnerships and seek additional interesting opportunities. The following pages will provide you
with more detailed information on our activities and
plans, especially through interviews with the most important people in our group. However, they are not the
only ones who have again made the DRFG investment
group a more respected and stronger player. Without
our other employees, business partners, investors and,
last but not least, our customers, we could never have
achieved the position we enjoy today.

Český Těšín. The local tenant mix promises a long-term
sustainable level of rents, just as in the case of Trutnov
and our other properties. Our ambition for 2018 is to
make investments with a total value of around CZK 2.5
billion, which should expand the area of our portfolio to
nearly 150,000 m2 by the end of the year. Proof of the
fact that we do not focus only on the purchase and sale
of real estate and that we also place great emphasis
on the management of each property can be seen, for
instance, in the complete renegotiation of the leases
at Retail Park Paráda in Hodonín to the satisfaction
of both the tenants and our company. We have thus
attained an average remaining lease term of six and
half years, which is a figure that often not even newly
opened retail parks can boast.
We can also be proud of the results of the CZECH
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUND, which brought its clients a return of 5.17% in 2017 and even bettered its performance from 2016. We are currently taking steps to
make investing through this fund available to a larger
number of clients who prefer regular savings to a one
-off investment. The first step in this direction was to
reduce the minimum deposit from CZK 10,000 to CZK
500. Our offering of funds will be soon expanded to include the CZECH ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE FUND,
which is currently undergoing final administrative preparations before its launch. Through this Czech energy
fund, our clients will be able to invest in renewable resources and infrastructure within the energy and telecommunication sectors in the Czech Republic.
Major new plans are also under way in the telecommunications division, both at Suntel TELCO and
Suntel NET. We have made a strategic decision and
started to cooperate with an established company,
Nordic Investors. As this company has acquired a stake
in Suntel NET, we have gained access to the 3.7 GHz
frequency, which we believe is key to the company’s
further successful growth in the market. At the same
time, we can share and mutually benefit from experience from various projects. In early 2019, we are preparing a merger of local providers of telecommunication services from our portfolio. The project will be
given a new name, a brand, its own visual identity and
marketing strategy. This will see the emergence from
the holding structure of one of the Czech Republic’s
biggest carriers, with a customer base of around one
hundred thousand. Amongst others, our colleagues
from Suntel TELCO have signed a new five-year contract with Vodafone, which confirms Suntel TELCO’s

David Rusňák
Chairman of the Board and majority shareholder
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DRFG
Investment
Group
We follow an investment philosophy based
on a preference for investments in sectors
we know well, in locations that are close to us
culturally and geographically, and in projects
that give us the opportunity to gain significant
decision-making power.
We prefer investments into real estate,
telecommunications, and financial services.
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of companies controlled
by the DRFG group

Key performance
indicators
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Consolidated and audited
results for 2017
all figures in CZK thousand

all figures in CZK thousand

4 447 808

6 200 000

1 871 943

3 500 000

326 973

350 000

ASSETS
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Plan of consolidated results
for 2018

REVENUES

EBITDA
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ASSETS

REVENUES

EBITDA
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Total revenue

Total assets and equity
6 200 mil. CZK

6 000 mil. CZK

6 000 mil. CZK

5 000 mil. CZK

5 000 mil. CZK
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4 447 mil. CZK
4 000 mil. CZK

4 000 mil. CZK

3 500 mil. CZK
3 000 mil. CZK

3 000 mil. CZK

1 872 mil. CZK

2 000 mil. CZK

2 649 mil. CZK

2 000 mil. CZK

1 385 mil. CZK
1 000 mil. CZK

0 mil. CZK

1 022 mil. CZK

1 000 mil. CZK

590 mil. CZK

2015

1 073 mil. CZK

2016

2017
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2018

0 mil. CZK

341 mil. CZK

505 mil. CZK

2015

2016

2017
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1 550 mil. CZK

2018

Consolidated and audited
results for 2017
Shares in turnover for 2017

Planned consolidated
results for 2018
Expected shares in turnover of 2018
Real Estate

Real Estate
40 %

Energy 1 %

Other

10 %
7%
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Finance

42 %
Telecommunications

In 2017, our turnover continued
to increase. In the real estate sector,
we completed our unfinished acquisitions of commercial projects and in
telecommunications we continue to
consolidate Internet service providers. The real estate and telecommunication sectors are becoming our key
segments, accounting for over three
-quarters of the group’s turnover.

Shares in total assets 2017
Real Estate

Other

6%

Finance

10 %

Other

Finance

8%

14 %

32 %
Telecommunications

Real Estate

At the end of 2017, the group
controlled consolidated assets worth
a total of almost CZK 4.5 billion.
6%

Other

30 %
Telecommunications
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Considering
our
continued
growth, we expect that in 2018 we
will once again register a significant
growth in total assets.

56 %

Energy

7%

We expect that in 2018 we will
achieve a consolidated turnover of
CZK 3.5 billion. Compared to 2017,
this is a significant year-on-year increase of 75%.

7%

Expected shares in assets 2018

49 %

Energy

37 %

Energy

7%

Finance

8%

23 %
Telecommunications
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Development of the EBITDA indicator
In 2017, our EBITDA surpassed
the CZK 320m mark, doubling from
the previous year.

326 973 CZK
300 mil. CZK
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250 mil. CZK

In 2018, we expect that our
EBITDA will continue to increase.

200 mil. CZK

162 246 CZK

150 mil. CZK
100 mil. CZK

82 %

5,0

80 %

4,0

78 %

3,0

76 %

2,0

74 %

1,0

2015

2016

Indebtedness

2015

2016

2017

Compared to 2016, our overall
debt level has decreased and for the
years 2017 and 2018 the financial leverage ratio is around 4. This is not
an unusual figure considering the
group’s age, dynamic growth and
key investment sectors. The real estate and telecommunication sectors
are rather conservative fields of investment, which provide long-term
stable cash flows.

0,0

72 %

50 mil. CZK
0 mil. CZK

Development of indebtedness and leverage

350 000 CZK

350 mil. CZK

2017

2018

From the long-term perspective, our equity will continue to
grow.

Leverage

2018
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Consolidated Financial Statements
Consolidated Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2017 (CZK thousand)

Consolidated Profit and Loss Statement as of 31 December 2017 (CZK thousand)

2017
TOTAL ASSETS
A.

Receivables for subscribed capital

B.

Fixed assets

B.

I.

Intangible fixed assets

B.

II.

Tangible fixed assets

B.

III.

Long-term financial assets

2016

727,873

407,721

Sales of goods

176,578

69,486

4,447,808

2,648,616

I.

0

0

II.

2,867,068

1,532,720

A.

Consumption

825,950

498,300

165,969

153,399

B.

Change in inventory from own activities (products) (+/-)

-38,507

-3,545

1,451,964

674,770

C.

Capitalisation

-1,619

-237

813,968

485,672

D.

Personnel costs

202,877

76,391

Valuation adjustments relating to operational activities

79,834

29,318

Valuation adjustments to intangible and tangible fixed assets

65,025

29,562

B.

IV.

Negative consolidation balance

-95,371

-65,646

E.

B.

V.

Positive consolidation balance

501,336

284,524

E.

1.

1,560,400

1,077,968

E.

1.

1.

65,025

29,000

157,327

79,796

Valuation adjustments to intangible and tangible fixed assets
– permanent

1,099,125

775,466

E.

1.

2.

Valuation adjustments to intangible and tangible fixed assets
– temporary

0

562

Other operating income

30,179

43,547

Other operating expenses

75,601

37,971

-209,506

-117,443

C.
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2017
Revenue from products and services

2016

Current assets

C.

I.

Inventory

C.

II.

Receivables

C.

II.

1.

Long-term receivables

334,127

55,869

C.

II.

2.

Short-term receivables

764,998

719,597

C.

III.

Short-term financial assets

0

0

C.

IV.

Cash

303,948

222,706

49,542

37,929

D.

Accrued assets

III.
F.
*

Consolidated net operating income

IV.

Revenue from non-current financial assets – equity interests

822,551

367,097

Expenses on interests sold

243,938

1,988

47,464

123,571

192,294

229,773

15,242

7,920

1,170

125

133,860

76,623

52,056

2,367

G.
V.
H.

Expenses associated with other non-current financial assets
VI.

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
A.

Equity

A.

I.

Subscribed capital

A.

II.

Share premium and reserves

2017

2016

4,447,808

2,648,616

1,073,431

505,056

2,100

2,100

871,920

407,786

Revenue from other non-current financial assets
Interest revenue and other such revenue

I.

Valuation adjustments and provisions relating to financial
activities

J.

Interest expenses and other such expenses
VII.

K.

Other financial revenue
Other financial expenses

*

29,194

10,903

336,856

181,792

Income tax

14,630

6,487

13,989

6,443

Financing net income (+/-)

A.

III.

Reserves from profit

13,210

13,150

A.

IV.

Prior period retained earnings (+/-)

11,124

32,257

L.

A.

V.

Profit (loss) for the current year (+/-)

77,698

38,866

L.

1.

Income tax due

A.

VI.

Minority interest

97,379

10,897

L.

2.

Income tax deferred (+/-)

**

Net income after tax (+/-)

B.

Liabilities

3,333,088

2,093,272

B.

+

C.

Provisions

1,266

0

C.

Payables

3,331,822

2,093,272

M.
***

C.

I.

Long-term payables

2,841,977

1,954,159

N.

C.

II.

Short-term payables

489,845

139,114

O.

41,290

50,288

P.

D.

Accruals

Transfer of interest in net income to equity interest holders

***

Net income for the period (+/-)

44
57,612

0

0

112,721

57,612

Clearance of negative consolidation balance

5,370

3,952

Clearance of positive consolidation balance

-19,016

-16,343

Net income from minority interest

-21,377

-6,355

Consolidated net income for the period (+/-)

77,698

38,866

EBITDA
Total turnover

20

641
112,721

21

326,973

162,246

1,871,943

1,021,709
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group

People
in the
DRFG
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Board of Directors

Supervisory Board

David Rusňák

Petra
Rusňáková

Chairman of the Board and
majority shareholder

Pavel Iványi
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Member of the Board and
Executive Director

Petr Kuběna
Member of the Board

Founder of the DRFG Investment Group
DRFG a.s. as the parent company brought all companies with his majority
holdings under one umbrella in 2011.
Today, David sets the direction for further development of the Group and
seeks new investment opportunities.

Chairperson of the Supervisory
Board

He has long-term experience in the corporate environment. In the
Netherlands, he worked for KLM and ABN AMRO, and as general director
and chairman of the board of directors for the Czech Republic later at Van
Gansewinkel. He also worked in the same capacity for G4S and AB Facility.
He acquired a doctorate in law at the University of Amsterdam and the
MBA title from the Rotterdam School of Management. His interesting extra-working activities include the establishment of an international school
in Brno, Brno International School, where he is chairman of the board.

Responsible for communication with clients and business partners,
since in this field he can apply his 25 years of experience from engineering and business.
He worked for Morávka Centrum, a.s., a member of the ŽS Brno Group
(currently OHL ŽS Brno, a.s.), where he was involved in the preparation and
realisation of the construction and later also the operation of the multifunctional M-Palác building in Brno. He contributed to the completion of
so-far the tallest building in the Czech Republic – AZ Tower, and played a
considerable role in the development of Petrov – an important radio station
in Brno.

Břetislav Hrabě

As the DRFG Finance Director, he is fully responsible for activities
performed within the financial sector.

Member of the Board and Director
of Financial Distribution

He graduated from the European Polytechnic Institute, where he specialised in Commercial Law. He worked as a Company Banker at GE Money
Bank as well as at eBank, which no longer exists. He also worked as a manager, or more precisely, director at AWD Česká republika (now Swiss Life
Select) and Broker Consulting.
From 2014 he was Director of FinFin, and since January 2016 he has held
the post of Director of DRFG Finance, which covers overall financial distribution of DRFG.
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A member of the governing bodies of Teplárny Brno a.s., Technologický
Park Brno a.s., DRFG a.s. and UNIFER o.p.s.
Petra Rusňákova has long been involved in tourism and teaching at the
academic level. For eight years, she managed a luxury hotel in the centre
of Brno. She is a guest lecturer at the Mendel University in Brno. She is
also a member of the Committee for National Baccalaureate Closing
Exams at the VUT Business School in Brno. For several years, she also
lectured at the Masaryk University Law Faculty in the doctoral studies
programme. She earned her JUDr. (Law) and Ph.D. at this same faculty.
Since 2014, she has been a member of the Brno City Council for the
ANO party. Her areas of interest are tourism and marketing for the
city of Brno. She is also the deputy chairwoman of the Committee for
Upbringing and Education and the Committee for the Organization and
Openness of the Bureau.

Martin Toncar
Member of the Supervisory Board

Marian
Vařečka
Member of the Supervisory Board

Co-founder of the DRFG Group, Compass Communication, Compass
Consulting Service, Cloud Technologies, and UNIFER, where he also
works as a mentor.
For more than 10 years he has been dealing with information
technologies; before that he worked in telecommunications construction.
Martin graduated in biocybernetics and artificial intelligence. He enjoys
rafting and works as a raft guide in his spare time. He organises various
events, such as expeditions to South America and the Wave International
Whitewater Festival.

Lawyer permanently cooperating with the DRFG Investment Group
He provides legal advice and services to the Group companies, including
administrative and court proceedings.
He graduated from the Faculty of Law at Palacký University in Olomouc.
He deals with legal services, specializing in corporate law and capital
markets law.
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Management
Vendula
Macková
Financial Director

Juraj Černička
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Director, Finance & Regulation

Roman
Řezníček
Director of the Telecommunications
Section

She is responsible for the economic and financial stability of the
DRFG Group.
She is in charge of the economic section of the DRGF Group. She has been
active in the realm of taxes and accounting for over 12 years. She studied
at the Silezian University and VUT in Brno.
She is a member of the Chamber of Tax Advisors of the Czech Republic.
She gained her experience working as a tax and accounting advisor. She
worked in the tax department of KPMG, Czech Republic for over five years.

Josef Musil

Josef is responsible for selecting properties to be added to the portfolio and for the overall management of the portfolio.

Sales Director, Real Estate Division

Josef has more than twenty years’ experience in the real estate sector and
in advising both Czech and international investors, owners and developers
with a focus on optimizing the conditions of acquisition, sale and management of a wide range of properties with the aim of optimizing the revenue
from, and sustainability of, each project. So far, Josef has participated in
transactions worth a total of more than EUR 1 billion.
From 2000, he spent five years working for Colliers International Capital
Markets. Between 2007 and 2013, he was responsible for the Czech portfolio of the Marcol Group (a private investor with roughly EUR 5 billion
invested in the UK and the EU) and between 2007 and 2016 he was the sole
agent of Master Management for the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Ondřej Surka

Within the DRFG Investment group, Ondrej is responsible for the
acquisition of new companies; currently he si focused on telecomunication industry.

After more than 25 years in commercial and investment banking,
Juraj joined DRFG, where he has been involved in managing its financial activities.
He worked for LBBW Bank, Expandia and ING Bank, and for 14 years,
he had been a member of the board with responsibility for the treasury,
corporate banking and M&A.
He graduated from the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava and has
an MBA degree from the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Acquisition of new companies

Is responsible for the telecommunications section, is one of the key
areas of interest of the DRFG investment group.
He has been active in telecommunications for over 17 years. In the course
of this time, he succeeded in building one of the best TELCO companies
in the industry, active in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Switzerland and
Germany. The company provides full turnkey services in the realm of
construction, modernization and maintenance of telecommunications
networks. The Suntel Group achieves double figure growth year on year.
At present Roman is focusing on further international expansion and
acquisition of local data service providers.
Roman Řezníček is a partner and representative of DRFG TELCO s.r.o.

Patrik Tuza

Statutory Director of A PLUS a.s., Executive Director of DRFG Real
Estate s.r.o.

Director of the Real Estate Section

Patrik is responsible for the creation and administration of the investment
yield property portfolio within the department of DRFG Real Estates; concurrently, he is in charge of the reputable company A PLUS in Brno, which
deals with architecture, projects and development.
He studied engineering construction in Brno, and later economy and management at The Open University Business school in Britain.
Patrik has been working for more than 12 years in the area of construction
and real estates; before that he worked in the construction and production
of sea-going yachts in the Netherlands and Finland.
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He graduated from the University of Economics in Prague and Mendel
University in Brno. He also studied in Sydney, Australia.
He specialises in corporate finance, the creation of financial models and
deal structuring.

Michal Rákoci

Michal is currently fully focused on acquisitions and on the operations
of local electronic communication service providers.

CEO, Suntel NET

Michal has been working in the telecommunication industry for more
than 15 years. Early into his career, he had helped build a local service
provider and then joined Telefónica Czech Republic, where he would work
on a project involving the consolidation of local providers. He also gained
new experience as a Country Manager with a company supplying materials for the construction and operation of telecommunication networks.
Before joining the DRFG group, he was a manager for network operations
and planning transport networks at O2 Slovakia.

Michal Krejzlík

At DRFG, Michal is responsible for the controlling and reporting
department.

Financial controlling

His area of focus is the consolidation of group results, strategic planning
and group level analyses.
He graduated from the Faculty of Business and Economics at Mendel
University in Brno. He gained his work experience by working in companies in the Agrofert group.
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Tomáš Rejlek
Investment Funds Specialist

Rudolf
Matějka
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Director of the Healthcare Section

David Macek
Executive Director, DRFG
Foundation

Tomáš Kreisler
Marketing Director

Ensures cooperation on behalf of the group with the Lichtensteinbased investment company CAIAC Fund Management, which manages funds under the CZECH FUND brand.
Ensures communication between the fund manager, founder and distribution channels. To do so, he uses the expertise and experience acquired
at EFEKTA securities trading company, which is the exclusive distributor
of CZECH FUNDS in the Czech Republic, where he was responsible for the
trading of these funds for almost two years.

He is building a network of pharmacies inside the DFRG Medical
division. To your health
Rudolf Matějka has been continually active in the field of medicine since 1993.
Taking advantage of his education, he founded softwarehouse, which developed and delivered software for the health industry. His IT solutions were used
by hundreds of pharmacies, more than 75 % of blood transfusion stations in
the Czech Republic and even, for example, medical material warehouses. After
10 years of directing this business, he sold his interests to Phoenix, a multinational concern, where he accepted a job as the head of the IT division.
Since 2008 he has been Chairman of the Board of the Pharmaland network of
pharmacies, later renamed Benu. Within two years, he succeeded in completely consolidating the latter and turning it into a solid brand. In business life he
always strives to be “master of the game,” winning the competitive advantage
and subsequently transforming this into long-term sustainable gains.

Executive Director, DRFG Foundation
David is a sociologist, therapist, member of the regional parliament, and
a university lecturer. In his public initiatives, he focuses on establishing and
developing partnerships between Czech, Italian, Lichtenstein and German
entities. He studied sociology and social work at Masaryk University in Brno,
matrimonial studies at the Pontifical John Paul II Institute at the Lateran
University in Vatican where he also lectured as a guest professor.
David is a co-organiser of the Meeting Brno festival and a member of the
Social Issues Group at the Czech Bishops’ Conference. The DRFG Foundation
has two key priorities for the next period: development of financial literacy
among youth, in particular in orphanages, and support for the next multigenre Meeting Brno festival.
Responsible for DRFG communication and advertising campaigns
He has been active in the field of advertising for over 15 years, and
has worked in several different positions (from graphic designer to Art
Director to Creative Director of the advertising agency). He graduated
from the Czech Institute of Advertising and Marketing Communications.
He has managed campaigns for such clients as iDnes.cz, Penam, Lenovo,
FAB – Assa Abloy and many other leading brands on the Czech market.
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David Rusňák
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Chairman of the Board
and majority shareholder
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Pavel Iványi
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Member of the Board
and Executive Director

Petr Kuběna
Member of the Board

Břetislav Hrabě
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Member of the Board
and Director of Financial Distribution

Petra Rusňáková
Chairperson of the Supervisory Board

Martin Toncar
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Member of the Supervisory Board

Marian Vařečka
Member of the Supervisory Board
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Vendula Macková

Juraj Černička

Roman Řezníček

Patrik Tuza

Josef Musil

Ondřej Surka

Financial Director

Director of the Real Estate Section

Director, Finance & Regulation

Commercial Director
of the Real Estate Division
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Director of the Telecommunications
Section

Acquisition of new companies

Michal Rákoci

Michal Krejzlík

Tomáš Rejlek

Rudolf Matějka

David Macek

Tomáš Kreisler

CEO Suntel NET

Director of the Healthcare Section

Financial controlling

Executive Director, DRFG Foundation
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Investment Funds Specialist

Marketing Director
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Our
Investments
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The strategy we have chosen of
investing in shopping centres
and logistics is the right one and
we will continue in the same
direction
Josef Musil
Josef Musil, DRFG Real Estate’s Sales Director, is responsible for searching for real estate properties and building
a thriving long-term sustainable portfolio. “We are monitoring developments in Slovakia, which we view as another prospective market we may enter,” says the man
who has been involved in the real estate business for almost twenty years.
You have recently invested in
Retail Park Trutnov with a Tesco
hypermarket and an OBI DIY
store. What made you decide to
expand your portfolio with this
property?
This commercial zone covers
are area of almost 25,000 m2 and
it fits in with our retail investment
strategy. The hobby market is a
very popular shopping destination
in the region. The most important
reasons for making this acquisition

were the location, the mix of retail
park tenants and the long-term,
clearly sustainable leases. As part
of the deal we have also acquired
two Penny Markets, i.e. once again
an interesting segment – food. We
have also acquired the Tesco and
the Retail Park in Český Těšín. At first
glance, the region of Český Těšín
does not seem particularly well developed, but upon closer inspection of
the region, you’ll find out that it has
relatively large untapped potential.
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The Tesco in Český Těšín is one of
the most popular hypermarkets in
the region. The adjacent Retail Park
also benefits from being situated in
a well-accessible location. The tenant portfolio promises a long-term
sustainable level of rents, as is the
case with Trutnov. This, by the way,
is one of the key factors that we
check when selecting properties for
DRFG Real Estate’s portfolio.
You have bought the above

properties from CPI Property
Group. In spring, some media reported that you were planning
to buy eight department stores
from the same seller. Were these
reports correct?
Our negotiations with CPI will
surely not end by buying the aforementioned properties in Trutnov and
Český Těšín. We want to continue our
cooperation with CPI. I trust that our
cooperation will continue successfully and for a long time into the future. However, for tactical reasons, I
would prefer not to comment on the
current progress of our negotiations.
What new projects are you
planning within your current
portfolio?
We’re now building an extension to the Géčko shopping centre
in Liberec. The current premises are
being expanded by approx. 1,200
m2. Here, we are offering space to
tenants who will suitably complement the current tenant mix. The
extension was a part of the purchase and so it is being built by the
seller under a works contract. We’re
planning to open the extension in
late August this year. Moreover, we
have attracted an important tenant
for the Géčko shopping centre – the
company Sportisimo. This sport
equipment retailer is not only a reliable trading partner, but its appeal
will always have a positive impact
on the overall number of visitors to
the shopping centre. Together with
the fund manager we’re building
another extension (approx. 1,000
m2) at the ProStorage facility in
Prague, Hostivař. We’re now holding
talks with several tenants. With this
small-scale development, we’re also
increasing the quality of this project
and the appeal of the site in general. We are also profiting here from
the current trend, where e-shops, for
example, try to get closer to customers. It is exactly smaller tenants of

this type for whom a ‘city storage’
location of this kind is ideal. Last,
but not least, we’ve been able to
completely renegotiate the leases at
Retail Park Paráda Prima in Hodonín
to the satisfaction of both the tenants and our company. As a result,
the average remaining duration of
lease contracts is now six and a half
years. Often, not even newly opened
retail parks can boast such figures.
What properties might soon be
acquired for the real estate fund?
This doesn’t depend on us but
on the fund manager CAIAC Fund
Management AG. We at DRFG Real
Estate specialize in investments in
real estate projects in the Czech
Republic that are interesting both
from a long-term perspective and in
terms of revenue, in the subsequent
management of these projects and
in devising a development strategy to achieve the best return on
investment. What properties are
also attractive for the fund is at the
discretion of the fund manager.
What is the current value of the
portfolio managed by DRFG Real
Estate and by how much are you
planning to increase it by the end
of 2018?
We manage a portfolio with a
total value exceeding CZK 4 billion.
Since its establishment, DRFG Real
Estate has built a real estate portfolio covering an area of approx.
110,000 m2. Last year, we invested
roughly CZK 1.2 billion and this year
our ambition is to invest around CZK
2.5 billion. With these investments,
we expect to expand the total area
of our portfolio to almost 150,000
m2 in 2018. We finished the year 2017
with a portfolio that has a rentable area of roughly 75,000 m2. This
size will allow us to optimize, where necessary, the lease relations at
the level of transfers among individual centres. Business-wise, we are
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targeting the medium segment. Our
focus is on investments of between
CZK 100 to 750 million. We are certainly not planning to compete with
large, e.g. German funds, which are
willing to invest billions of CZK in a
single property for a return of 3 to 6
percent. An influx of big capital will
compress the annual return on real
estate investments, which keeps us
clear of investments of this type,
especially in Prague. On the contrary, we are monitoring the situation in
Slovakia, which we view as another
prospective market that we may
enter. In most cases, we can make
‘off-market’ investments, i.e. we are
able to find investments outside the
market. When selecting properties
for our portfolio, the key factors
we consider are long-term stability,
sustainability, flexibility and diversification. We subsequently place
emphasis on intensively maintaining
close contact with tenants through
DRFG Real Estate’s subsidiary Real
Estate Facility Management.
What is the structure of your
portfolio by property type?
Our portfolio is structured as
follows: 85% is retail space, 8% is
storage and light production space
and 7% is office space. In the future, we want to focus even more on
shopping centres and logistics and
through ‘forward funding’ we are
striving to get closer to development. In practice, this means that
we forge partnerships with developers who have interesting and, at
the same time, economically viable projects that fit well with our
investment strategy, but perhaps
do not have the necessary capital
to bring these projects to life. It is
exactly our role to provide this capital. With this proactive approach,
we gain access to projects with the
minimum risk and a higher yield, not
to mention the chance of being involved in their creation.

A Plus

real estate
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A PLUS is an internationally renowned architectural studio founded in
1991. Its projects have won the Building of the Year award eight times, as
well as other international awards.
The founders set the goal to provide Brno with peak contemporary architecture, which A PLUS is realising. Its works include CEITEC, the Masaryk
University Campus, Moravian Provincial Archives, and others. On the basis
of the studio’s projects, investments worth almost CZK 20 thousand million
were realised . A hallmark of the architects’ works is High-Tech style.
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Retail Park Trutnov

real estate
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The commercial zone comprising Retail Park Trutnov, the Tesco hypermarket and the OBI hobby market with a leasable area of approximately
23,000 m² dominates Trutnov and is a very popular shopping destination
with a high visit rate.
This is exponentiated by its position at a busy road with a traffic flow
of about 15,000 cars a day. The anchor tenants are OBI, Tesco, Planeo
Elektro, Hervis, JYSK, New Yorker, CCC, GATE, Dráčik and DM drogerie.
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Géčko Shopping
Centre

real estate
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With a leasable area of 10,000 m², Géčko Shopping Centre is part
of a saturated and very popular shopping destination with more than
80,000 m² of sales area. Its location makes it a natural extension of the
most popular hypermarket concept in the Czech Republic, the Globus
hypermarket. It is a popular destination for customers not only from
Liberec, but also from further afield.
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Retail Park
Valašské Meziříčí

real estate
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With a leasable area of 3,036 m², Retail Park Valašské Meziříčí enjoys
a balanced tenant mix. The tenants complement each other, ensuring that
the whole project is functional over the long term. With its range of goods, it is
also a suitable supplement to the neighbouring LIDL supermarket. Sportisimo,
JYSK, GATE and DEICHMANN are among the anchor tenants.
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Lannova Shopping
Center, České Budějovice

real estate
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A complex of four buildings on the main pedestrian zone in České
Budějovice, which were completely reconstructed in 2011. Lannova is a busy
urban thoroughfare with more than 15 000 visitors per day. Leasable space is 10,000 square meters. Tenants include Marks & Spencer, H&M, New
Yorker, Equa Bank, Tiger Stores and others.
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Retail Arena
Chodov

real estate
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The facility is strategically located in close proximity to the D1 motorway
near Prague’s border. The company is the owner and operator of the real
estate that it rents for commercial purposes to Deca Sport, for the shop
and brand of the biggest sports equipment trader in Europe – Decathlon;
further tenants are Baumax – offices, Warme sanitary equipment and
GOLFHOUSE, the biggest seller of golf equipment in Germany.
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Retail Park
České Budějovice

real estate
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As the bard said: “Everyone would like to live in České Budějovice.“ And
why not, when this excellent city, the picturesque landscape around the
Vltava river and full services are within easy reach?
DRFG Real Estate manages a shopping centre occupied by excellent
tenants northwest of the city centre in a developing trade zone on the
way to the Hluboká chateau. On nearly 7000 square meters, we provide the infrastructure for such renowned retailers as Mountfield, Planeo
Elektro, Phase seating, Funpark Panda, Auto Kelly, Vekra Windows, Super
Pet Centrum, Prospánek, restaurants and more.
Our clients can park in 170 private parking spaces, all within easy reach of such major retail spaces as Globus, Kaufland and KFC.
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The building in the very centre of the city of Brno offers a combination
of administrative and retail space with a total floor area of 2,330 sq. m.
Currently, it is occupied by strong market players such as fashion
retailer New Yorker or advisory company PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Freedom Square (Náměstí Svobody), formerly known as the Lower
Square, is the largest and oldest square in the historic part of Brno, dating
back to the 13th century. The current state of the square dates mostly to
the era of a major redevelopment of Brno in the 19th and 20th century.
At that time, probably around 1860, the building at number 20 was erected, then as an apartment house with a hardware store run by Eduard Till.
The house was owned by the family until confiscation in 1950. After that,
a car parts store was created on the ground floor for national company
Mototechna.
The building has undergone multiple overhauls, the most notable ones
being that from 1930s by architect Norbert Troller and a major renovation
in 1998.
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real estate

Náměstí Svobody 20

Paráda Shopping
Centre, Hodonín

real estate
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We included the Paráda Hodonín Shopping Centre in the „Cukrovar“
commercial zone in our real estate portfolio.
The 4.000 m2 retail space with customers such as Mountfield, DM
Drogerie, Pompo or Sportisimo enhances the established shopping center
which includes such chains as Lidl, Albert, UNI Hobby, Penny or Kaufland.
For several years, the Cukrovar commercial zone has been classified
among the three most-visited commercial zones in the South Moravian
region. All of the space in the centre itself has been fully rented out since
it opened.
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TESCO and Retail
Park Český Těšín

real estate
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DRFG Real Estate has included TESCO and Retail Park Český Těšín
into its real estate portfolio.
The Retail Park with its offer of stores such as Kik, Dráčik and
PLANEO Elektro is a welcome addition to TESCO Český Těšín and a popular shopping destination of the city (total area of 9,500 m2).
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Retail Park
Lanškroun

real estate
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Retail Park Lanškroun is located next to the Kaufland supermarket,
one of the most visited supermarkets of its type. The leased area covers
2,500 m² and the tenant composition is usual for a retail park. The tenants include, for example: TETA Drogerie, KIK, PetCentr, V+J Obuv, WIKI
etc. The building is completely new, and has only been in operation for a
short time.
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Retail Park Vyškov

real estate
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Retail Park Vyškov is a popular shopping destination for inhabitants of
the town of Vyškov. It forms an ideal symbiosis with grocery stores in the
neighbourhood, complementing their offer. The retail park offers an area
of 3500 square metres for lease.
Key tenants include Okay elektro, Mountfield, and Oresi, among
others. The size of the facility and tenant structure match typical DRFG
portfolio projects.
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ProStorage

real estate
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The facility with a total area of 15,693 sq. m is located in V Chotejně
Street close to Průmyslová Street which connects Prague’s major traffic
routes. The asset, which has been through the first stage of refurbishment,
offers a balanced combination of production, warehouse and administrative facilities suitable for smaller manufacturing as well as trading companies. A greatly diversified structure of smaller tenants reduces the risks
associated with the investment and make the project an investment with
an interesting level of yield.
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The Vyškov Clinic

real estate
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The Poliklinika Vyškov s.r.o. healthcare facility is immediately adjacent
to the local hospital, of which it was once a part. Of the 30 tenants, more
than half are medical professionals. The building has 1.800 square meters
of leasable space, of which 85 percent is presently occupied. The adjacent
parking lot, with 32 spaces, belongs to the clinic.
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OC RIVIÉRA

real estate
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A multi-storey retail facility located in immediate proximity to the
Brno Exhibition Grounds.
The total area of 4,621 sq. m is shared between 30 tenants consisting
of construction, interior design and furniture retailers, for example Phase,
a couch retailer, and sports retailers such as Golfprof or Scott Sport. The
building dates back to the end of 1980s and its original purpose was to sell
the then the newest Czech car model – Škoda Favorit. However, it did not
serve this purpose for very long, until the Velvet Revolution, after which the
building retained only the name. At present, RIVIERA represents the nucleus for further development of the Brno Exhibition Grounds area.
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Letovice

real estate
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By buying the newly constructed building leased by the Teta drug stores, DRFG Real Estate completed its portfolio of smaller retail properties.
Teta drug stores are a suitable addition to the possibilities offered by the
Letovice Penny/KIK textile „one stop“ retail destinations. Its location in the
centre of town near the busy Svitavy-Brno thoroughfare with some 10 000
cars passing by each day.
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Retail Park Kyjov

real estate
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Located in the heart of Slovácko region of Moravia, only a few minutes’ walk from the centre of the historical town of Kyjov, it has been
providing accommodation to its clients on roughly 1000 square meters for
five years.
The Kyjov Shopping Centre provides services through the retail spaces of OK Elektrospitřebiče, POMPO Toys and the Černá Hora brewery
and others. The Penny Market grocery store, an excellent addition to our
shopping centre, is located nearby. The quiet location near Brandlova ulice
guarantees a peaceful, constant and regular flow of customers to whom
we provide services in our facilities.
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Retail centrum Aš

real estate
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The facility in West Bohemian town of Aš with floor space of 2,667 sq.
m is currently occupied by six tenants.
Its main advantages include a neighbouring hypermarket, proximity to
the Czech-German border and the structure of tenants who include stable
retail chains such as KiK, PEPCO, Elektro Expert and TETA Drugstores. A
large parking lot is located in the central part of the area, with retail units
of the shopping centre surrounding it in an L-shape. The varied structure of
the tenants makes the centre one of the most popular shopping destinations in the region.
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JYSK
Jindřichův Hradec

real estate
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The building with an area of 1,551 sq. m houses furniture retailer JYSK
and fashion, toys and home accessories retailer PEPCO. The building is
located near a major road leading to South Bohemian town of Jindřichův
Hradec. The town has 22,000 inhabitants and serves as the district administrative centre with thousands of people from the surrounding area
coming every day to deal with official matters.
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JYSK
Písek

real estate
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The 1,110-sq. m facility houses a retail store of the JYSK chain. It is
located in a lively area near one of the main roads leading to the town
of Písek. Písek, with a population of 30,000, is one of the most attractive
South Bohemian tourist destinations in the summer season. Písek is also
recognised for business activity – for instance, it placed first among South
Bohemian towns in a 2013 ranking by prestigious EKONOM weekly.
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JYSK
Vyškov

real estate
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The 1,075-sq. m facility is occupied by furniture retailer JYSK. The single-storey building is located by the main road to the town. The South
Moravian town of Vyškov with more than 21,000 inhabitants serves as the
administrative centre of the district.
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JYSK
Mělník

real estate
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The facility with furniture and household accessory retailer JYSK as
the only tenant offers a floor space of 1,100 sq. m. The building is located
near other retail centres. The town of Mělník with nearly 20,000 inhabitants
serves as the district administrative centre. The Mělník district with 104,000
inhabitants is one of six districts in the Central Bohemia region with a population larger than 100,000.
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Eden Královo Pole
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This minor retail centre is located in immediate proximity to Eden, a
multi-purpose apartment house in Purkyňova Street, just a few minutes
from the Technology Park. All of the 894 sq. m of floor space is leased.
The retail centre houses seven stores and two restaurants. Brno’s
Královo Pole district with a high population density acts virtually as another
city centre.
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Penny Market
Lomnice nad Popelkou

real estate
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Penny Market store with a long lease contract neighbouring the bus
station.
The leasable area is approximately 1,360 m², and the tenants are
Penny Market, Zeman maso-uzeniny, and Prima drogerie.
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Penny Market
Libochovice

real estate
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Penny Market store with a long lease contract at the main carriageway through Libochovice.
The leasable area is about 1,202 m², and the tenants are Penny Market
and ZEMAN Maso-Uzeniny.
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Podchřibí Farm

real estate
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The company’s strategy is to acquire, consolidate and maintain quality agricultural land over the long term, with expected appreciation over
time. We also increase the value of the investment through our own ecological agricultural activity focusing on “organic” quality and by renting land
to other private entities.
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From the current holding structure, one of
the largest carriers in Czechia will emerge
Roman Řezníček
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“In our field, you probably won’t find anyone who doesn’t
know our company. However, we have not actively communicated anything about Suntel NET to end customers
and so they are mostly familiar with individual small
local providers that in the meantime have become a part
of our data network. For the beginning of 2019, we are
preparing a merger of providers from our portfolio. The
project will be given a new name, brand, visual identity
and marketing strategy,” says Roman Řezníček, the new
Head of the Telecommunication Division, introducing one
of the many new things in the pipeline.

The last DRFG Activity Report
stated that Suntel NET had about
41,000 customers and that the
goal was to increase this figure
to the 150,000-200,000 range.
How close have you gotten to
achieving this goal during the
last six months?
We currently have around
60,000 customers and all the evidence shows that by the end of the
year we will surpass the 100,000
mark.
Will you get there through
acquisitions of additional local
providers?
Yes, we are about to sign contracts for several such transactions.
Many companies are aware that
despite the currently optimistic economic situation, in the long run it is
not sustainable to have that many
small providers operating on the
market. The behaviour of Internet
users is changing significantly, online communication is more and more
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reliant on the media and VR technologies are becoming increasingly
important. Data flows grow by a
quarter or a third each year, which
necessitates significant investment
in infrastructure. Thousands of
smaller firms can’t afford this and
so some market consolidation is
inevitable. Even from this perspective it is important that we are backed by an investment group that is
willing to invest in technology and
that bets on a future with a stable
market that will provide customers
with services they are satisfied with
and for the cost they are willing to
pay.
You were also planning to launch
a uniform system for the online
administration of customer accounts. When will this important
step be made, what benefits will
it bring to customers and how
will it raise awareness of Suntel
NET among the general public?
The final preparation phase
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has been in progress since June and
the system should be launched on
1 January 2019. In this regard, it is
important to mention an essential
step which we are also preparing for
the beginning of 2019. Up to now,
Suntel NET has profiled itself as a
company whose goal is to consolidate local Internet service providers. In this sector you won’t probably
find anyone who doesn’t know our
company. However, we have not
actively communicated anything
about Suntel NET to end customers
and so they are mostly familiar with
individual small local providers that
in the meantime have become a
part of our data network. For early 2019, we are preparing a merger
of providers from our portfolio. One
of the largest carriers in the Czech
Republic will thus emerge from the
holding structure. The project will
be given a new name, brand, visual identity and marketing strategy.
At the same time, a new website,
a customer self-service shop and
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a mobile app will be launched. We
are already intensively working on
unifying and increasing the quality of customer care, which almost
immediately drew positive feedback
from our clients.
Up to now, your activities have
been focused mainly on Moravia.
Are you planning to expand your
geographical reach?
Yes, we are. While Moravia
will remain the main geographical
area of our focus, we will gradually be expanding towards Bohemia.
A 50% stake in the Suntel NET project has been acquired by Nordic
Investors with its company Nordic
Telecom, which is now relocating
from Cyprus to the Czech Republic.
Through this combination, we now
have access to the 3.7 GHz frequency, which will be the key product of
our portfolio. Although we have this
frequency exclusively in Moravia,
nothing prevents us from providing
our services in Bohemia, too.

One of the large carriers has
withdrawn from the auction for
the 3.7 GHz frequency, as they
believe that the price has soared
ridiculously high. Suntel NET has
also withdrawn from the auction
and has only obtained access to
this frequency thanks to cooperation with the winning company Nordic Telecom. What was the
reason behind this strategy?
The price really was quite high.
We can just compare the price for
which the frequency was auctioned
off in Czechia with the same price in
Slovakia. As regards the reason why
T-Mobile withdrew from the auction, I think it’s because they chose
a completely different strategy, as
they decided to massively invest
in the construction of optic infrastructure. While I am not the right
person to comment on whether
this was a good or bad decision on
the part of T-Mobile, I can say that
Suntel NET will not be following this
path. The reason for our withdrawal
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from the auction was different.
The price to be paid for acquiring
the frequency is only a fraction of
the overall cost necessary for building the relevant infrastructure.
Therefore, for strategic reasons, we
were not willing to pay more than
CZK 350 million for the frequency
and we believed that we would be
able to get the frequency on a wholesale basis. We eventually succeeded by establishing the partnership
with Nordic Investors.
What does the partnership
between Suntel and Nordic
Investors mean in practical
terms?
It is a strategic decision that
looks to the future. Our project was
not originally designed for exit or for
the entry of an investor. As we failed to get the 3.7 GHz frequency in
an auction, we decided to take this
step. We believe that the 3.7 GHz
frequency is key for the company’s
further growth in the market. This

is a technology that will allow the
launch of a 5G network and that
will make it possible, without the
very slow and costly construction
of optical infrastructure, to provide
customers with services at a similar
level in locations where optical infrastructure makes no sense in terms of return on investment.
As to changes inside the company, we are not merging the Suntel
and Nordic Investors teams. We
share and mutually benefit from
experience from various projects.
Nordic Investors had a similar number of customers as we did, which
makes it logical to use similar systems or the services of a virtual
operator. Conversely, not only did
we bring a customer portfolio and
an investment in the future with a
good return, but we also provided
know-how on how to acquire local
carriers. At the same time, Suntel
TELCO should become a key entity
for the construction of a 3.7 GHz
network in Czechia as a whole.
Is cooperation still under way
between Suntel TELCO and
Vodafone and CETIN, which administers and operates the largest data and communication network covering the entire
Czech Republic?
Not only is our cooperation
continuing, it is actually expanding
significantly. We were able to agree
with Vodafone on a five-year contract. The contract confirms Suntel
TELCO’s position as a key partner
for Vodafone, as we are responsible for constructing over half of
the communication infrastructure
for this carrier. Moreover, thanks to
the merger between Vodafone and
UPC, there is now potential for the
further expansion of this collaboration. At CETIN, for many years we
have been participating in several
projects involving the construction of fixed networks and since the

middle of the last year, we have also
been a partner for the construction
of mobile networks and, looking
ahead, our natural ambition is to
expand this cooperation. On top of
that, not only are we CETIN’s partner in the construction of communication networks, but we are also a
major customer of CETIN’s services
through Suntel NET.
One of your significant recent
acquisitions is Backbone, another
construction
company.
However, as far as I know, this
acquisition is somewhat specific.
First, I would like to follow up on
the previous question and I am glad
to emphasize that with this acquisition we have also become a partner of the third carrier, i.e. T-Mobile.
Backbone is T-Mobile’s longstanding and important supplier. But
otherwise, yes: Backbone is our first
acquisition where have not acquired a one hundred percent share.
DRFG TELCO holds an approx. 80%
stake in Backbone, as the original
owners who had built the company wanted to remain active in the
business. Backbone is a firm that
was an active competitor of Suntel
Germany on the German market.
The demand from the market of
our Western neighbours is many
times higher than in the region of
the Czech Republic and Slovakia
and the prices that the local companies are willing to pay for services
are also higher. Therefore, it made
sense to set up an entity that would
be ready to meet the demand from
the German market. In Germany,
they expect a significant expansion
of the 5G network and we’re doing
our utmost to be able to participate
in this expansion.
What is the added value Suntel
TELCO offers to its clients?
There is an increasing number
of carriers who realize that the price
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is not everything and that quality is
also important. Our major advantages include our own human resources and know-how gained from
all our projects for carriers both in
Czechia and Slovakia, as well as in
Switzerland and Germany. With our
own resources we cover everything
from the design department to
the production of our own steel at
Suntel Steel. We can handle everything, spanning designs, land
negotiations, acquisition activities, communication with building
authorities, project management,
supply of materials, commissioning
of technology, hygiene reports, notifying the Czech Telecommunication
Office and so on, and so on. Thus,
we are able to provide a carrier with
everything from A to Z, including a
guarantee.
We keep hearing from various
sources that there is now a shortage of qualified employees on
the job market. On the other
hand, communication and IT are
among the most popular courses. What is your view of the
situation?
Unfortunately, I can’t agree
with the second part of this statement. Neither the Czech nor the
global market generates young people with these technical skills. In
the Czech Republic, there are only
two telecommunication schools.
We try to support schools and local
organizations so that people are
more attracted to this profession.
For most people working in the telecommunication sector, their job
is also their hobby. Once we have
united all our activities under one
brand, we would also like to start
focusing on building more intensive
links with specific schools and talented students.

Suntel Telco

Telecommunications
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Suntel TELCO is an international company providing telecommunication services for the construction and operation of networks in the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Switzerland, Germany and Austria. After its acquisition
of Backbone, Suntel TELCO has become the biggest supplier in the mobile
networks sector in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. It is one of the top 3
players in Switzerland and Germany and registered a year-on-year growth
of 100%. It employs more than 600 professionals, who can respond to any
emergency 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. In 2018, the company plans to
achieve CZK 1 billion in sales.
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Suntel Net

Telecommunications
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The company associates local Internet service providers. In specific regions, it selects the best companies offering telecommunication and data
services and then associates them under the Suntel NET family. Thanks to
its strong financial backing, the company introduces modern technology
trends to regions, thus providing customers with above-standard services
and servicing work.
The company’s data services are already used by more than
60,000 households and companies. By the end of the year, Suntel NET
plans to expand its customer base to 100,000.
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the investor suddenly needs cash. All
the above are reasons why interest
in real estate mutual funds is constantly growing.

The energy fund will allow for
greater investment diversification
within a single group of funds
DRFG Activity Report 30/6/2018

Juraj Černička

“The funds we distribute profit from the activities of the
DRFG investment group, which also comprises DRFG Real
Estate, a company involved in the real estate business.
This is major added value that people are often unaware
of,” says Juraj Černička, DRFG’s Director for Finance &
Regulation.

The Czech economy is doing well.
Has this resulted in a growing interest in investing in funds?
The Czech economy is doing
really well, and it seems that in the
short term there will be no significant downturn. People have money,
the strengthening Czech crown is
not forcing the Czech National Bank
to raise interest rates and so the rates in banks also remain very low.
Therefore, people are looking for alternatives, and one alternative that
is becoming significantly more popular is investing through funds. People
who are more conservative often
opt to invest in real estate. I know

many people who have bought an
investment apartment. Currently,
for legislative reasons, the supply
of housing is relatively low and is
significantly outstripped by demand, with apartment prices being
very high. If someone now buys an
apartment at the currently high prices, they will have to look after the
apartment and deal with tenants,
while if prices don’t continue their
steep rise, they will suddenly find
out that the return on such an investment is very low and will probably only match the rate of inflation.
This is one of the reasons why people
are more and more interested in real
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estate funds, which will enable them
to invest amounts much smaller
than those they would have to invest in buying an apartment and,
at the same time, to invest mainly
in commercial properties, which generate higher yields. While the return on investment in an apartment
is usually between two and three
percent, commercial properties may
bring a return of up to seven percent.
Another advantage is that, unlike investment apartments, there are no
further duties related to looking after the property, as it is managed by
professionals. Another benefit is the
option to quickly exit the funds when

What are other alternative options the Czechs go for when
investing?
Recently, there has been a slight resurge in the popularity of building savings, but compared to mutual funds, this type of investment
is disadvantaged by the limited investment amount and, in particular,
by the relatively long multiyear obligation. Nevertheless, when investing in funds, we also recommend a
longer investment horizon.
How important is it for investors
that the funds are distributed
by the DRFG investment group,
which also comprises DRFG Real
Estate, a company involved in
the real estate business?
This is a major added value that
people are often unaware of. When
a fund wants to invest in real estate property, they will need cash. If
they first increased their capital and
only then start searching for suitable
properties, then it would be a very
lengthy process, and one that would
also be disadvantageous for investors, as their cash would be sitting
in accounts for months and would
generate zero return. The advantage
of DRFG is that when an opportunity
arises to buy a quality property with
a favourable rate of return, DRFG
can quickly respond and can do so
on its own account. Once the fund
has raised enough capital to buy the
relevant property, it can decide to
buy the property outright based on
an independent valuation, instead
of laboriously searching for it or investing its capital at some cost in
something with an insufficient return only to have the capital invested. This is one of the key reasons
why our funds’ results are so good.

You have already mentioned that
in the short term we probably
won’t see any significant economic downturn. However, infinite
growth is impossible. Is real estate also a suitable investment for
less favourable economic times?
Let’s take a look at property
yields over the last fifteen or twenty years. The figures show that the
answer to the above question is
yes. The only significant slump occurred in 2008, when property prices dropped as a result of a major
crisis, or almost a panic. This is virtually the only period over those
twenty years when investors could
have lost money on an investment
in real estate. Since that time, the
value of properties has been gradually rising again. A look into the past
thus confirms that real estate is the
right investment choice, which can
bring higher returns than the rate of
inflation. Whether we invest in real
estate or in other underlying assets,
it is important not to panic during
short-term fluctuations.
What is the current situation
regarding efforts to reduce the
minimum deposit in your real estate fund?
These efforts have been successful, and the minimum deposit
has thus been reduced from CZK
10,000 to CZK 500. This allows us
to offer regular savings to small
investors.
What is the ratio of one-off and
regular investments?
We’re still mainly getting one
-off investments. As regards regular
investments, we’re preparing changes which we hope will drive up the
numbers of clients who prefer this
type of regular investment. The first
step was the aforementioned split of
units, enabling us to reduce the minimum deposit.
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Over the last six months, I have
come across the ‘CZECH FUND’
brand more and more often in
DRFG’s documentation. What is
this brand about?
If you look where we invest,
you’ll find it is only Czech real estate properties. We wanted to clearly demonstrate that Czechia is our
investment region and to highlight
this through a new brand. That’s
why have created the CZECH FUND
brand for funds distributed by DRFG.
You now also offer an energy
fund. What made you decide to
focus on the energy sector?
DRFG focuses on conservative
areas: on real estate and telecommunications. The energy sector will
be another stable area to which
we want investors to have access,
thus allowing them to diversify their
investments within one group of
funds. That’s why we have initiated
the establishment of an energy fund
and, to launch the fund’s operations, we have chosen investments
that have clearly defined returns
and cash flows for the upcoming years, i.e. photovoltaic power plants.
We are now at the stage of the final administrative preparations, namely the notification process with
the Czech National Bank, which is
the responsibility of the fund manager, i.e. CAIAC Fund Management
AG, and the regulator, i.e. FMA. It is
CAIAC who will make the final decision on the projects to be purchased
for the fund, both for the new energy fund and the real estate fund.
What is the size of your current
team of financial consultants?
Currently, the financial products of the DRFG investment group
are offered by around a hundred of
our internal financial consultants.
In addition to these, we obviously
also have several thousand external
consultants.

Czech Real Estate
Investment Fund

investment fund
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Investment mutual funds under the CZECH FUND brand name focus
exclusively on investments within the Czech Republic. Investors thus know
what they are investing in, and they may inspect each project anytime
for themselves. As regards our products for the general public, we are currently offering a special ‘CZECH REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUND’, which
is a Lichtenstein-based retail investment fund focusing on commercial real
estate projects. This fund has been recognized by the Czech National Bank
as comparable with Czech retail real estate funds. Thus, the public offering of investments in this fund in the Czech Republic is supervised by the
Czech National Bank and is subject to the Czech regulations applicable to
collective investing and the capital market. The fund is also supervised by
Lichtenstein’s regulator (FMA). Its manager is the Lichtenstein investment
company CAIAC Fund Management AG. It is possible to invest in the fund
with as little as CZK 500 per month. This investment fund brings its clients
an annual return of more than 5% in the long term and as regards size it
is the second largest non-banking real estate fund in the Czech Republic.

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT
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The DRFG investment group offers financial services through several established companies, which include the EFEKTA investment broker,
ROYAL VISION, Oxygen Advisory, FINEST Invest and CLEAR Investment.
These companies employ top financial analysis and financial law professionals, as well as individuals with a wealth of experience in the distribution
of financial services. When working with clients, consultants are guided by
the principles of a sound financial style with emphasis on maximum transparency, client awareness, understanding the client’s situation, providing
quality care and building a long-term relationship.
The cooperating companies also include the EFEKTA investment firm,
a company with more than 20 years’ experience on the Czech capital
market. This non-bank investment firm is licensed to provide investment
services with an option to accept cash or investment instruments from
customers and with the option of margin trading in securities. In 2017, we
acquired a minority stake in the NEY credit union. This is a strong, modern and innovative financial institution that offers easy-to-understand
products to its members, which include private individuals, self-employed
traders and businesses in the Czech Republic. The NEY credit union has
been offering the most advantageous term deposit available on the Czech
financial market for a long time now.
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Financial services

Financial services
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A subsidiary of DRFG Medical is developing a pharmacy chain under
the Na zdraví brand, focusing on prevention, healthy lifestyle and wellbeing. All this while also providing the best care possible to urgent and
chronic patients.
We aim to be the pharmacy of choice for everyone who is aware of the
real value of one’s health and who takes an active approach to preserving
it. We do not believe that a discount of CZK 10 from a price tag ranging
from CZK 50 to CZK 100 is a sufficient added value. Our mission is to offer
higher-level services that put the interests of our customers to the fore. We
have carved caring for their health into our shop sign, and all our steps are
motivated by efforts to meet this demanding goal. We do not strive to be
the largest, but we definitely aim to be the best.
We currently operate 16 pharmacies.
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retail

Na zdraví
pharmacies
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Galard
GALARD tailoring builds on the first-republic tradition of hand-made gentlemen’s clothing. The company
is a partner of events such as Brno Ball, Opera Ball in
Prague, the JazzFest – Brno festival, CZECH TOP 100 and
Ladislav Špaček’s book “Etiquette in Pictures”. GALARD
uses the highest quality materials to create bespoke and
made-to-measure suits and shirts exclusively for customers in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Its range also
includes shoes and accessories. The GALARD brand has
achieved a leading position in the luxury men’s tailoring
segment.
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Compass
Communication
Compass Communication a.s. has been active on
the market since 2002, offering consulting services in
process management and the custom development of
enterprise information systems and mobile applications.
The company designs and develops 3P and 4P logistics
systems focusing on the aviation and maritime industries. Compass Communication a.s. also delivers custom
implementations of modern ERP/CRM systems.

Cloud
Technologies
Cloud Technologies s.r.o. provides affordable online
IT solutions, including long-term servicing and support.
The solutions are implemented in the form of Software
as a Service (SaaS) running in a cloud environment. The
company focuses primarily on small and medium-sized
enterprises, relieving them of the burden and cost of
the operation and maintenance of infrastructure and
the cost of keeping an in-house IT team, thus providing
attractive added value.
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In a time of prosperity, we should not forget about those in need of
our help. We realise that many people face more obstacles on their path to
a happy life than the majority of us. We support a range of social, cultural,
and sports projects. Entrepreneurship is not just about tough business but
has a soft, humane side to it and a wider social dimension as well. We feel
there should be beauty in public space. We make our contribution through
supporting futuristic architecture, a modern art collection, high fashion,
excellent Central European gastronomy and more. It is time for us to bring
all our diverse philanthropic activities under a single umbrella in the international context. That is why we have established DRFG Foundation.
The foundation has two key priorities for the next period: the promotion of financial literacy among young people and support for the next
multi-genre Meeting Brno festival.
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DRFG Foundation

DRFG Foundation
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HC Kometa Brno, ice hockey club

Paľo Habera, singer

Jiří Kolbaba, photographer and explorer

JazzFestBrno, an international jazz festival
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International film festival Karlovy Vary
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Philanthropy and Partnership

source: Film Servis Festival Karlovy Vary
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Philanthropy and Partnership

Contacts
DRFG a.s. headquarters
Holandská 878/2
639 00 Brno
+420778439262
Local offices:
Brno
Vinařská 460/3
603 00 Brno
brno@drfg.cz
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Prague
QUADRIO
Purkyňova 2121/3
110 00 Praha 1
praha@drfg.cz
České Budějovice
Lannova 16
370 01 České Budějovice
cb@drfg.cz
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We invest
only in what
we understand

drfg.eu

drfg.eu

